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TWO LIVES
-M.Adithiya

My name is Alaia, I'm 18 year old, studying in Father Agnels
Polytechnic. I am a person who loves to live two life's, by two life's
I mean one is real life other is Imaginary life. I don't really like my
real life because of many reasons, people don't get along, being a
bibliophile makes it even more harder to find friends of same
interest, many people taunt me being a bibliophile and to get a
life. Who will tell them that being  a bibliophile is much better life
than being in toxic environment and hurting mental health.

 On the other hand, My imaginary life is perfect, it can also be
depicted as perfection as everything happens in that world is
because i willed it too, nothing goes wrong, nothing goes against
something i don't wish for. It is like a world where I'm the king and
everything is destined to happen as i narrate myself my
imagination. The world takes steep turns as my imaginations runs
wild, it will be romantic, adventure, horror, etc as i wish for it. 

Anyways thinking about it Alaia wakes up from her bed in the
afternoon, She stretch's her arms to completely snap out of her
sleep. She just sat at her bed imagining her life which will never be
reality if she doesn't works for it. She thought about ' having a big
house in pink sky on top of white clouds, a huge cherry blossom
tree covering the roof of the house, the cherry blossom tree gives a
sweet scent but if you pluck a flower and get it closer to your nose,
you will be only able to smell tiniest hint of smell of sakura. one
the most fascinating facts about cherry blossom tree. A girl is
seated in sit-out of the house in a comfy couch reading a book with
a coffee next to her, the sky was masked by a huge rainbow and
two hot-air balloons, floating peacefully, as she sat at her couch
reading her book while sipping coffee.' Alaia snaped out of her
imaginary world as her mother called her out to go out for a walk. 

 continued...



Alaia got ready and left for nearby park in ten minutes she was at
park sitting at one of the benches, talking to herself in her mind,
like talking to her imaginary life, how it is so perfect while her is
full off stress and up's and down's. She really wished if she could
live her imaginary life as her real life, she knew from the bottom of
her heart that's not possible. When a idea popped out of her to
merge both life's as one. 

Alaia thought of working hard and making her imaginations real,
she questioned her own decisions and answered her own questions,
like she has two souls question answering each other. She always
knew imagination fades out as its just a picture or scenario created
by brain, but she could never bring herself to face the truth,
imaginations are temporary real life is what makes a difference. 

The 18 year old girl, loved to imagine her life, completely shifting
her thoughts completely at any place including in lectures, missing
notes and getting scorned by teachers. Everyone one likes to live a
life they want in imaginations, but to make imaginations true they
need to work hard for it in real life. All imaginations can be
conquered if the person in real life works hard for it.

-M.Adithiya

EJ6I
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For as long as humans have had mythology, dragons have been

central characters. Breath of fire, intimidating wings, tough

scaley skin, and fiercesome teeth are the trademarks of the

mighty dragon. When it comes to drawing a dragon, the first

thing to consider is what type of dragon you want to bring to

life. There are countless varieties of dragon friends and foes, all  

with different features. In this comprehensive tutorial, we will

investigate these differences and lead you through the process

of breathing the fire of life into your unique dragon

The Chinese dragon  has many meanings including good
luck, protection, wisdom, peace, strength, and power.
Getting Chinese dragon tattoos can help you enhance any of
these skills or properties in your life.

 CHINESE DRAGON ART

TANYA KANUNGO
EJ61

There is no right or wrong answer to this question.
Abstract art is open to interpretation, and that is
one of the beautiful things about it. Abstract art
doesn't jump out and declare "THIS is what I'm all
about." Instead, abstract art requires you to have an
open, inquiring mind; you must enter the painting
and see where it takes you. Abstract art gives you
the freedom to explore the artwork and assign your
own meaning to the piece. This intensely personal
process enriches a viewer's experience of an
artwork.

 
ABSTRACT

Understanding abstract art is easy: all it
requires is an open mind and a big imagination

SUHANI BHUTI
EJ6I



Mandalas symbolize being one with life,
going with the flow and reflecting inward.

The geometric Mandala designs are believed
to represent different aspects of the universe
and are used as instruments of meditation,
ceremonial rituals, worship and sacred art. 
They usually have a focal point in the centre

which is known as the seed. This seed is
considered as the starting point to the

creation of the Mandala.

Jasprit singh kohli 
EJ4I

MANDALA ART

Md.Raiyyan.Haider
Ej4I

A caricature is a rendered image showing
the features of its subject in a simplified
or exaggerated way through sketching,
pencil strokes, or through other artistic
drawings

Sketches can be made in any drawing
medium. The term is most often applied to
graphic work executed in a dry medium
such as silverpoint, graphite, pencil,
charcoal or pastel.

PORTRATE 



Abstraction indicates a departure from reality in
depiction of imagery in art. This departure from
accurate representation can be slight, partial, or
complete. Abstraction exists along a continuum.
Even art that aims for verisimilitude of the highest
degree can be said to be abstract, at least
theoretically, since perfect representation is
impossible. Artwork which takes liberties, altering
for instance color and form in ways that are
conspicuous, can be said to be partially abstract.
Total abstraction bears no trace of any reference to
anything recognizable. In geometric abstraction, for
instance, one is unlikely to find references to
naturalistic entities. Figurative art and total
abstraction are almost mutually exclusive. But
figurative and representational (or realistic) art
often contain partial abstraction.

ABSTRACT

ILLUSTRATION
An illustration is a decoration, interpretation or
visual explanation of a text, concept or process,
designed for integration in print and digital
published media, such as posters, flyers,
magazines, books, teaching materials,
animations, video games and films. An
illustration is typically created by an illustrator.

 An illustration is a picture or image that is
used to clarify or decorate a text. Illustrations
can include various forms of visual
representations including drawings

SUHAANI KADAM
TE2I

Sakshi Kharade
TE2I 
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Nishat Rathod
Joyal Fernandez
Rohan Kadam 

Livin Nadar

E SPORTS 
2ND PRIZE -EJ6I

Ayush Shirsat

 

Levinson Pinto

CHESS 
2ND PRIZE  EJ6I

CARROM SINGLES
2ND PRIZE - EJ4I

E  - SPORTS, CHESS &
CARROM



BADMINTON SINGLE'S (BOYS)
2ND PRIZE - EJ6I

Levinson Pinto

BADMINTON DOUBLE'S (BOYS)
1ST PRIZE - EJ6I

Ansh Singhal
Prasad Gaur

BADMINTON DOUBLE'S (GIRLS)
1ST PRIZE - TE2I

Sayali Rajput
Sara Patil

TABLE TENNIS SINGLES (GIRLS)
2ND PRIZE - TE2ISakshi Kharade

TABLE TENNIS &
BADMINTON



TABLE TENNIS SINGLES (BOYS)
1ST PRIZE - EJ6I

Himanshu Ramji
Ansh Singhal

TABLE TENNIS DOUBLES (BOYS)
1ST PRIZE - EJ6I

Himanshu Ramji

TABLE TENNIS DOUBLES (GIRLS)
1ST PRIZE - TE2I & EJ6I

Sakshi Kharade
Suhani Bhuti

TABLE TENNIS DOUBLES (GIRLS)
2ND PRIZE - TE2I

Sara Patil
Mishthi Mangulley



Manasvi Bhalerao
Sakshi Salunkhe

Tanisha Waghmare
Kavya Gadhave 

Disha Gupta
Diksha Bhosale

TUG OF WAR (GIRLS) 
1ST PRIZE - EJ

KABIDDI (GIRLS)
2ND PRIZE - EJ

Srushti Patil
Shreya Vyavahare
Neha Bhosle 
Diksha Bhosale 
Gauri Zagade 
Sakshi Salunke 
Tanisha Waghmare 
Shreya Niwalkar

KABIDDI  & TUG

OF WAR (GIRLS)



ATHLETICS 

RELAY (GIRLS - 400M)
1ST PRIZE- EJ & TE

Srushti Patil
Mansi sonawane

Sara Patil
Harshita Balakrishnan

100M (BOYS)
2ND PRIZE - EJ6IHimanshu Ramji

400M (BOYS)
1ST PRIZE - EJ4I

Krishna Jinde

400M (BOYS)
2ND PRIZE - EJ6I

Akash Makwan



Deepan Waje
Vinod Sankarshan

Prajwal Pandit 
Anshul Kokate
Ritesh Agvekar

Aditya Naik
Ritesh Sonowane

Ayush Shirsat
Sarvesh Thorat
Prasad Sumit

Shrivatsa Satwidkar

CRICKET

2ND PRIZE - EJ  
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Technical quiz competition

SWARALI KHARCHE - EJ-41
SAKSHI PATIL - EJ-61

SUHANI BHUTI - EJ-61
SMIT KAJBAJE - EJ-61

MANN JAIN EJ-61
PURVITA DHAKAD EJ-61



Topic: Sustainable future digital India
 

Topic: Sustainable future digital India
 

TECHNICAL MIMIC

1st

2nd

SMIT KAJBAJE
JADEN JOSEPH EJ-6I

KRISHNABHOJANKAR
PIYUSH DAS

DIVYESH JADHAV
DEEPANSHUGHOSALKAR

TE-21



TECHNICAL PAPER
PAPERPRESENTATION 

Benit Shaju & ANSH
SINGHAL

EJ6I
Topic: An attempt to bring

Hypothetical Fantasy
Engineering to life. 

 SHYAAN KHAN & ABHISHEK
CHOURASIA

EJ6I
Topic: pytronic database

SWARALI KHARCHE,
VEDANT SHINDE &

RIDDHI BUVA
EJ6I

Topic: Mapping the imagined speech
location on the brain scalp through

MEG

1st

2nd

3rd
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FINAL YEAR TOPPERS

SECOND YEAR TOPPERS

FIRST YEAR TOPPERS



1st rank

FINAL YEAR TOPPERS 
 

2nd rank

3rd rank

PURVITA DHAKADPURVITA DHAKAD
Percentage: 95.68%Percentage: 95.68%

  

SMITH KAJBAJESMITH KAJBAJE
Percentage: 94.74%Percentage: 94.74%

  

SUHANI BHUTISUHANI BHUTI
Percentage: 94.63%Percentage: 94.63%

  

2021-2022



second YEAR TOPPERS 
 

2019-2020

2nd rank

1st rank

3rd rank

ADITYA NAIK

SWARALI KHARCHE

SANYA  ABRAHEM

Percentage: 92.35%

Percentage: 92.12%

Percentage: 89.65%



1ST RANK

first YEAR TOPPERS 
 
MANAV JAIN &

SAKSHI KHARADE

SUHAANI KADAM
Percentage: 89.57%

Percentage: 93.43%

Percentage: 89.00%
DAANIAL BAIG

2ND RANK

2019-2020

3RD RANK
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expert SEMINARS and lectures
2021-2022

DATE: 26-11-2021
TOPIC: PDP

SEMINAR 1:

SEMINAR 2:
DATE: 30-11-2021
TOPIC: E WASTE MANAGEMENT

SPEAKER: MS. RUPALI HEGDE

SPEAKER: SANSKRUTI,SAKSHI,KHUSHI

SEMINAR 3:

DATE: 19-02 -2022 TO 23-2-2022
SEMINAR: INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION AND PLC:

TOPIC: MOTIVATIONAL TALK

SEMINAR 4:
DATE: 24-02-2022

SPEAKER: DR.ANKITA SHAHSANE
SEMINAR 5:
DATE: 08-03-2022
TOPIC: EDP
SPEAKER: SAURABH SINHA

SEMINAR 6:

DATE: 11-03-2022
TOPIC: EDP
SPEAKER: SAGAR CHADANI

SREENIVAS KULKARNISPEAKER :



SEMINAR 7:

SEMINAR 8:

DATE: 22-03-2022
TOPIC: EDP
SPEAKER: MS.RADHIKA RODRIGUES

DATE:12-04-2022
TOPIC: EDP 
SPEAKER: MR.SHIVAJI SHINDE

SEMINAR 9:

DATE:22-04-2022
TOPIC: DATA SCIENCE 
SPEAKER: MRS.RUHI GHORMADE

SEMINAR 10:
DATE: 23-04-2022
TOPIC: INTRODUCTION TO AI
SPEAKER: UTKARSH SINHA

SEMINAR 11:
DATE: 29-04-2022
TOPIC: EFFECTIVE PRESENTATION SKILLS
SPEAKER: DR. CHUMKE BISWAS

SEMINAR 12;
DATE:30-04-2022
TOPIC: CYBER SECURITY
SPEAKER: MR.YUVRAJ KHANDEKAR
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